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And here we go….
This week news broke that

LATENESS OF LATE VESSELS
Carriers with low overall schedule reliability are seen to be
more prone to extended delays
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The key phrase here is the term “reliability”. What does this actually mean
or imply? It depends a bit on who you ask, as well as which data you have
available to you.
For some “reliability” signals a simple measure as to whether the vessel
arrives on time. This would be the perspective of a line or operations
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manager entrusted with running a string of ships according to a specific
schedule. For a shipper, they would likely view the delivery of the container
vis-à-vis the booking as a more useful measure. Both of these are valid
approaches, and we have covered both of them from a global angle
previously in the Sunday Spotlight. Furthermore, our next issue of the Liner
Performance Report will contain detailed measurements on both of these
measurements.
There is, however, yet another angle to reliability – namely the impact, or
magnitude, of unreliability. This is what we will explore here.
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